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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The chapter presents topics namely background of the study, statement of the

problems, purpose of the study, significance of the study, scope and limitation, and

definition of key terms. Each section is presented as follows.

1.1 Background of the Study

Nowadays, English is considered as a lingua franca. With about 400 million

people who speak it as their primary language, and the total of English speakers at

nearly 2 billion people around the world, it is no wonder why this language is the

global language of communication (Nutt, 2007). During the twentieth century,

numerous technological inventions and developments, such as the telephone, fax,

electronic mail, internet, etc have facilitated communication between people from all

walks of life and the language that is used most is English (Coury, 2001).

Since English is used in many fields such as business, science, education,

entertainment, radio, and diplomacy, it has encouraged people to learn English as

early as possible. English as a foreign language is better learned by people when

they are young. People who learn English when they are still young will have an

advantage that will stay with them all their life. Brumfit (1991) says that young

children have more opportunities than adults in learning a foreign language.

Children can learn all time without having the worries and responsibilities of adults;
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their parents, friends, teachers help them in the learning process. That is the main

reason for parents to give their children English education as early as possible, even

when the children are still very young.

As we know, education begins from birth, within the family, but it becomes

systematic at school, with the result that school becomes the focus of social

continuity when it comes to the transmission of values, standards and knowledge.

Besides school, English course is the alternative chosen for most people to get good

quality of English language. The aim of English courses is to help students become

better readers, writers, speakers, listeners and thinkers of English language.

English First is one of English course which uses international standard

education. In Malang city, English First is located on Jl. Merbabu 38 Malang.

English First is part of English First Education, the largest privately owned English

language teaching organization in the world, which was founded in Sweden in 1965.

English First curriculum offers young learner classes which are divided into small

stars for students from three to six years of age and High Flyers for students from

seven to ten years of age. This school operates from Monday to Friday. Furthermore,

the teachers and parents communication is mainly done using parent pages. This

book reports the students’ progress with the lessons given in the classroom. Using

parent pages given by the teachers, the parents can know their children progress

directly. As the result, the relationship between teachers and parents are very close

and it is very helpful for teachers to evaluate the children’s progress by knowing

parents’ expectation and interest.
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Parent expectations in school activities can have a long-lasting effect on

children personal aspirations and expectations. Clear and concise communication

must take place between the parent and teachers in order for parent's expectations to

be realized. Cage (2011) says that effective communication on behalf of each

involved party is assured that expectations are clearly defined which enables them to

be achieved.

Expectations are very closely aligned to both faith and visualization and when

someone really believes something is going to happen, that something is coming to

us (King, 2006). Here, the expectation is caused by parents’ interest in something

and it is expected can bring the parents’ understanding about something. There is

also consistent evidence that parents’ encouragement, activities, interest, expectation

at home and their participation at school affect their children’s achievement, even

after the students’ ability and family socioeconomic status is taken into account

(Ardiyanti, 2006).

Furthermore, there are some studies related to the existence of people’s

expectations. One of the studies was conducted by Yuni Andari Wulan (2005). She

conducted a study about thesis advisors expectation of the students in writing thesis.

Her finding showed that there were seven expectations from the thesis advisors to

the students in writing thesis. She found that majority of the thesis advisors (100 %)

expected their students had capability in research’s topic, research’s methodology

and obey the thesis guidance schedule. Thesis advisors expected the students had

high motivation in doing thesis (81, 8 %). Be more independent was also one of the

expectations of the advisors (63, 6 %). Other expectations were grammatically
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correct (36, 3%), discuss with friends (27, 3%), obey the thesis advisors (18, 29 %)

and the students should write good thesis (9, 09 %).

Another example is a study conducted by Erlina Ardiyanti (2006). She

conducted a study about parents’ expectation toward Palm Kids (Bilingual School).

She found that there were eight parents (53, 3 %) expected the school could motivate

students to practice English in or out classroom. Another, five parents (33, 3 %)

expected the bilingual school uses English as the main language in communication

with the parents, and four parents (26, 67 %) expected the school works together

with parents concerning curriculum and textbook.

The researcher realizes that parents’ expectation is one of important aspects

for the children in reaching good achievement in their educational life. Many factors

have been identified and the relationship between them is very complex and

dynamic. NEETF (in Bartosh, 2003) divides factors that influence learning outcomes

into five categories: external, internal, social, curricular and administrative. Since

parents’ expectation is one of the forms of external factors influencing students’

achievement, the researcher is interesting in choosing parents’ expectation toward

English subject in English First School to be analyzed.

1.2 Statement of the Problems

Based on the background of the study above, the research problems are

formulated as follows:

1. What are high flyers parents’ expectations toward English subject in

“English First” Course Malang?
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2. What factors influence high flyers parents’ expectation toward English

subject in “English First” Course Malang?

1.3 Purpose of the Study

The purposes of the study need to be stated clearly. Based on the statement of

the problems, the purposes of the study are formulated as follows:

1. To describe high flyers parent’s expectation toward English subject in

“English First” Course Malang.

2. To know the factors influence high flyers parents’ expectation toward

English subject in “English First” Course Malang.

1.4 Significance of the Study

The result of this research is expected to enrich the studies about English for

Young Learners. For the teachers who teach English for Young Learners, the finding

can be used by the teachers to provide them useful information related with the

existence of parents’ expectation toward English subject especially in English First

Course Malang.

Besides, this research also can give information to the readers about high flyers

parents’ expectation toward English subject in English First Course Malang. Using

the result of this study,  it is expected English First Course Malang can increase the

quality of teaching learning program and also develop communication system

between parents and English First it self. Finally, this research will be useful for

those who want to conduct similar studies beyond the scope of this study.
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1.5 Scope and Limitation

The scope of this study is high flyers parents’ expectation and the factors

influence the expectation. The expectation which the writer means is expectation of

the parents to their children who follow English class and the factors here mean the

factors influence the parents’ expectation toward English subject. This research is

limited to the parents of highflyers class of English First Course Malang.

1.6 Definition of the Key Terms

To avoid misunderstanding and misinterpretation about the key terms used in

this study, it is important to define those terms as follows:

1. Parents

Parent is anyone who provides children with basic care, direction, support,

protection, and guidance. A parent can be single, married, heterosexual,

homosexual, a cousin, aunt, uncle, and grandparent (Morrison, 1988).

2. Expectation

Expectation is wishing with confidence of fulfillment or the felling that

something is about to happen (Kett in Wardah, 2005).

3. English Subject

English which is used or taught to the children from the first year of formal or

informal schooling (Philips in Wulan, 2005).

4. Young Learners

Young Learners are children between the ages of about 5 years old to 12 years

old (Rixon in Yuliana, 2003).
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5. High Flyers

High Flyers are the class in English First School for students from seven to

ten years of age which are considered as young learners.

6. English First Course Malang

English First is the largest privately owned English language teaching

organization in the world. English First Malang was built on 9th September

1999. This course provides a wide range of English courses for groups of

different ages. It is located on Jl.  Merbabu 38.


